Meeting Minutes

Attendees: - Sue Baker, Steven Kinner, Jonathan Stone, Devan Shulby, Rick Kral, Joan Tracy Sequin, William Gremp

Absent – Bill Cameron

Chris Coccaro – Consultant, Steve Schaefer - Stellamar Oysters, Michael Long

Meeting brought to order with acceptance of October minutes

Treasures report – W Gremp absent - no report submitted for this meeting
Non budget expenditures during last 30 days - sampling boat lease costs for two runs.

Coordinators report – Sampling requirements
3 open G & H runs required, 2 open runs for A & B recreational plus one APC run in approved area.
Potential Second Captain Candidate being discussed with a R Kral contact
DABA training – request from DABA to delay until after holidays and to narrow down possible candidates
Shellfish Boat Engine RFQ – validity date November 29th – boat currently at Beacon Point Marine.

UCONN PFA Study
Arranging Sample process demonstration at Innis Arden cottage – date/time to be confirmed --with Chris Perkins of UCONN
Chris Perkins gave a lecture on PFA’s at the Conservation Commissions Lecture Series that was well received.

NOAA oyster project in Greenwich Cove
Project research in Greenwich Cove at Elias point expected to be completed by end 2019. At least one additional sample run will also be required.

GSC/Atlantic Clam Farms Clam operations to resume in 2020. Commission to draw up a new agreement.
GSC/Stellamar oyster management plan for Greenwich Cove/waters to be finalized by end 2019 for 2020 season.
Commission to approve agreements and DABA to confirm issuance of Permits.

Town of Greenwich POCD – October draft completed and can be viewed/read on the Town of Greenwich Website

GSC/BOP Summer Education Project at Innis Arden Cottage – to be discussed with BOP for 2020

BOP/GCDS Oyster project at Lucas Point. Students have watched cultching of areas by Stellamar. stuffed their BOP cage with spat covered Oyster Shells, and placed it in Lucas Cove bed for study. They intend to check it every 30 days and report progress.
GSC will arrange student visits to NOAA Milford and to Shellfishing Boats

Old Greenwich Residential Area seeding project – to be further discussed and approved by DABA.

Commercial Barge Mooring Stamford/Greenwich Border – no decision on final placement at this time
Wardens – all wardens had received the season 2019/2020 time table for wardening duties

There being no further business the meeting adjourned at 1845

R Bowgen